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Forging Their Future – For Our Future

F

or more than eight years, Richard Nordstrom has been
helping save tens of thousands of disadvantaged young
lives across the nation and in his home state of New
Jersey. His passionate cause is Jobs for America’s Graduates
(JAG), an innovative, state-based national non-profit dedicated to preventing dropouts among young people who are
most at-risk.
SERVING JAG

not only impacts their lifetime earning potential but also
their prospects for a productive life and realizations of their
dreams. The fundamental issue driving this unemployment
are the unacceptably low high school graduation rates.
There are still many high schools in the U.S. that graduate
less than 50% of their students in four or five years.
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Richard became devoted to JAG in early 2008 upon
KEEPING AT-RISK KIDS IN SCHOOL
visiting a local program in Little Rock, Arkansas. There he
Richard is a powerful evangelist for JAG’s extraordinary
learned that since 1981, JAG has been delivering consismission: JAG engages over 50,000 of the most high-risk
tent, compelling results – helping over one million young
middle school through high school youth in 34 states/terpeople stay in school through graduation, pursue postritories/reservations
secondary education,
in well over 1,000
IN RICHARD’S WORDS
and secure quality
schools each year. “I heard a number of stories when I visited Arkansas. One in particular drove my jobs leading to career
T h e J A G h o l i s t i c engagement. It was a young man who was at that time a junior at University of Arkan- advancement opporeducational model sas. He talked about growing up with a mom in prison and he never knew a dad. He tunities.
starts with JAG Spe- grew up in the foster home system bouncing from home to home where he was physi- IMPRESSIVE NUMBERS
cialists and faculty, cally and emotionally abused. He ran into JAG in high school and a JAG specialist
Richard explains:
in each participating who changed his life, kept him in high school, encouraged him academically, let him “JAG’s phenomenal
school, identifying stay with his family, and played the role of a father. It was heartbreaking and inspi- p r o g r a m a c h i e v e s
children who aren’t rational. I was sitting next to the JAG Specialist who was this big high school football r e m a r k a b l e o u t expected to graduate coach as he glowed with pride for this well-spoken young man.
comes. JAG Spe– and through highly I heard five more stories just like that and have heard hundreds since. I had to do some- cialists are incredinvolved, advanced thing, in some small or large way, to help.”
ibly devoted teachers
programming – chalwho invest personlenging these students academically, personally, and emoally in steering the success of these students. In a metricstionally to keep them in school through high school gradudriven world, JAG delivers extraordinary results.”
ation. JAG then tracks them for one year post graduation to
For example, the JAG class of 2015 graduation rate
measure the outcomes.
nationally was 94% (vs. 81% HS nationwide average); with
Our U.S. educational challenges are enormous. Youth
82% of these JAG graduates either working, in college, or
unemployment is at a record high, especially for disadvanboth – one year post graduation. Job placement was 61%
taged teenagers who have not graduated high school. This
with 73% working full time – both rates the highest for JAG
In 2014, Jobs for America’s Graduates (JAG), a
state-based, national, non-profit organization
school-to-career, drop-out prevention program,
helped its one-millionth young person stay in
school through graduation (or completion of a
GED), secure quality entry-level employment
and/or pursue a postsecondary education that
leads to career advancement opportunities.

Today, JAG is at its largest scale yet, operating in
nearly 1,000 classrooms in 31 states and serving
more than 44,000 young men and women of truly
great promise. For more than 34 years, JAG has—and
will continue to—to make measurable differences
in public education outcomes and workforce
development at the local, state, and national level.

We are looking forward to working with
the next million.
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in 20 years. JAG provides a full 12 months of intensive support after graduation to help ensure a successful transition
to work, college, or – for about half the students – both.
BRANDING AND BUILDING AWARENESS

Accompanying Richard on the JAG Board of Directors
are consummate business and government leaders, including 11 governors – more than any other non-profit board
in the nation. Richard’s primary responsibility for JAG on
the national board focuses on providing pro bono branding and communications to gain awareness of the fantastic
work that JAG does. In the crowded, non-profit field, this is
no easy task. Richard has responded in several ways, including running professional development workshops on communications and social marketing at JAG’s annual National
Training Seminar to help local affiliates increase grass-roots
awareness to grow financial support.
To date, Richard’s innovative branding/communications/fundraising initiatives for JAG involved retaining
the nationally recognized EdVenture Partners to execute
a national college social media contest. University marketing departments were identified to participate in a senior/
graduate level challenge to create a communication strategy
and affordable social media tactical program that JAG could
implement. Richard worked closely with the professors and
students in each program every week over the course of the
fall semester culminating in a winner-take-all presentation
to JAG Board members in Washington, D.C.
Richard comments, “For many of these college students,
it was their first hands-on marketing experience simulating
an ad agency pitch process. Fantastic learning for them. And
for JAG, the contest yielded a realistic, research-based marketing plan including social media – unanimously approved
by the JAG Board – that is being implemented over the
course of several years.”
LOCAL INFLUENCE AND SUCCESS

Richard is most gratified by the successful expansion
of JAG in New Jersey. He engaged alongside the National
JAG team to inform NJ state officials in the Departments
of Education and Labor as well as Governor Chris Christie
and his staff. After two years involving meetings, reports,
and private sector efforts, JAG was finally accepted into the
Garden State for school year 2013-2014, funded by both the
DOE and DOL. Three NJ JAG pilot schools were selected –
because they had among the worst 2012 graduation rates in
the state:
• Asbury Park HS – 49%*
• Camden HS – 43%
• Newark Barringer HS – 52%
The JAG national and state team overcame many hurdles
in initiating a JAG program within these existing public
school systems, including a reluctance to change and/or
adopt outside programs, as well as unions.
Since overcoming these challenges, NJ JAG has demonstrated immediate, positive impact. When the 60 young people in its JAG program class of 2015 were tracked for one-year
post HS graduation, here are the results vs. their HS peers:

• Newark Barringer – graduation rate 35%.
JAG program participants (15) 86.7%
• Camden – graduation rate 46.6%.
JAG program participants (48) 100%
These amazing results prove how effective the JAG curriculum and JAG Specialists are at executing their program.
JAG is uniquely positioned for broader expansion in New
Jersey and, in 2017, JAG will expand to 11 schools.
In 2016, a Public-Private partnership has been established
with the New Jersey Chamber of Commerce Foundation to
manage JAG in NJ and they are deeply committed to the
program’s success. Richard believes these young people have
enormous untapped potential. Their stories are his inspiration. JAG allows him to help impact tens of thousands of
young people every year to fulfill their dreams.
Richard Nordstrom is Founder and CEO, Liberate Ideas, Inc.,
26 Park Street, Suite 2056, Montclair, NJ 07042. He can be
reached at 973-509-4671 or richard@liberate.com. Donations are
accepted at JAG.org.
Note: For more on Richard Nordstrom’s charitable efforts, go to:
http://hmexchange.com/archive/Nordstrom_1114.pdf. And here
for a video on JAG: http://www.jag.org/node/220
*Asbury Park did not participate in JAG in 2015.
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